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Background We predicted that repeated interviewing would improve the informativeness of children with intellectual disabilities who were questioned in criminal investigations.

Materials The chronological ages of the 19 children, involved in 20 cases, ranged between 4.7 and 18 years (M = 10.3 years) at the time of the first alleged abuse.

Method The utterances used by interviewers to elicit information in both initial and later interviews were examined. We then assessed the substantive information provided in both interviews and compared information elicited using focused questions in the initial interview with responses about the same topic elicited using open questions in the second interview.

Results The hypothesis was supported: over 80% of the information reported in the repeated interviews was about completely new topics or was new information elaborating upon previously discussed topics. However, because the interviewing techniques were so poor in both first and second interviews, information provided in the repeated interviews may have been contaminated irrespective of the children’s capacities.

Conclusion When children with intellectual disabilities are given a second chance to provide information about their abuse, they can further develop the information that they report and even provide entirely new information about their experiences. When interviewers are not specially trained in how to interview children with intellectual disabilities, we cannot assume that repeated interviews provide reliable and accurate information, however.
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Introduction

Children with intellectual disabilities are more likely than typically developing children to be maltreated or victimized by crime (Sobsey & Doe 1991; Sedlack & Broadhurst 1996; Sullivan & Knutson 2000; Vig & Kaminer 2002). Regardless of their intellectual abilities, however, it is important to obtain reports that are as accurate and complete as possible from alleged victims. When alleged victims have developmental delays, autistic conditions, or other mental problems, they may have difficulty describing their experiences because of their handicaps, but they should not be seen as incompetent witnesses. By definition, both children and adults with intellectual disabilities comprise heterogeneous groups (Kebell & Hatton 1999) differing with respect to their psychological vulnerabilities and suggestibility (Ceci et al. 2000; Gudjonsson & Henry 2003) and it is not yet clear how individual differences can influence the ability to describe experienced events. It seems likely that the informativeness of the reports given by abused children with intellectual disabilities varies greatly even when alleged victims have the same diagnosis (Cederborg & Lamb 2007a), but few researchers have studied techniques that might help them to describe potentially abusive experiences. In this study, our hypothesis was that repeated interviewing might improve the informativeness of children with intellectual disabilities.

The informativeness of children with intellectual disabilities is generally comparable with that of mental age-matched peers (Zigler 1969; Bottoms & Goodmans 1996; Fowler 1998; Iarocci & Burack 1998; Henry & Gudjonsson 1999; Ceci et al. 2000; Michel et al. 2000) but severity of disability often explains differences in
performance. Children with mild intellectual disabilities report less information in response to open free-recall questions but are as likely as typically developing children of the same age to provide responses to these type of prompts (Henry & Gudjonsson 1999, 2003) and to resist misleading questions (Henry & Gudjonsson 2003). However, children with moderate disabilities provide less information than both typically developing children and children with mild intellectual disabilities. They are also more suggestible although their responses to free recall questions tend to be accurate (Henry & Gudjonsson 2003). Children and adults with intellectual disabilities have limited memory and higher suggestibility scores than normally developing peers. In addition, children with intellectual disabilities have much higher memory scores than adults with intellectual disabilities (Gudjonsson & Henry 2003).

It is not known, however, how well children with autistic spectrum disorders perform as eyewitnesses but they may have problems making eye contact (Mirenda et al. 1983) and expressing feelings when being interviewed (Gillberg 1995). Verbal children with autistic spectrum disorder may also fail to understand questions about other people’s knowledge and beliefs, and misunderstand the gestures others use when trying to direct their attention (Trevarthen 2000). Some may have failed to develop useful spoken language and those who develop speech may be unable to complete answers when they are interrupted. They may be able to provide detailed information about concrete experiences yet be unable to answer even simple questions about the same event (Gillberg 1995). If they have impaired memory for recent events their ability to recall past activities in response to questions without directive requests for information may be limited as well (Boucher & Lewis 1989).

For reasons such as these, interviewers should be specially trained to interview children with intellectual disabilities. Early identification of mentally handicapped witnesses’ abilities, capacities and behaviour may help interviewers understand how to adapt their behaviour appropriately (Westcott 1993; Davis et al. 1994; Gordon et al. 1995; Poole & Lamb 1998; Milne 1999; Jones 2003). When interviewing both typically developing children and children with intellectual disabilities, interviewers should start with open-ended questions and then proceed to more specific questions as needed (Gordon & Schroeder 1995; Poole & Lamb 1998). Interviewers should use open question types because those maximize accurate recall even when intellectually impaired witnesses are involved (Kasari & Bauminger 1998). Open questions (invitations and directives) prompt respondents to recall information from memory and do not specify the contents of the memories that are to be retrieved. As a result, they elicit richer and more accurate reports than more focused prompts (option-posing and suggestive questions) do. The latter often require that respondents relate to one or more of the options suggested by the interviewers and thus not only constrain but also shape their responses, making them potentially less accurate than responses to open questions (Dale et al. 1978; Dent & Stephenson 1979; Mirenda et al. 1983; Hutcheson et al. 1995; Lamb et al. 1996, 2007; Orbach & Lamb 2000; Lamb & Faucher 2001).

When asked specific, closed questions, responses from people with intellectual disabilities may become less accurate (Henry & Gudjonsson 2003; Kebell et al. 2004). Because suggestive questions suggest desirable responses, they should be avoided completely whereas option-posing questions should be used infrequently, provided they are framed neutrally and non-coercively (Michel et al. 2000; Kebell et al. 2004), ideally followed by open-ended prompts for further elaboration (Mirenda et al. 1983; Poole and Lamb 1998).

On occasion, it may also be helpful to reinterview children so that they can elaborate on the information that they have already provided, and provide details about topics that have not as yet been discussed. Research with typical developing children shows that repeated interviews about experienced events always yield new information, and that under certain conditions the new information may be highly accurate (La Rooy et al. 2005; La Rooy unpublished data). The benefits of repeated interviews are greatest when repeated interviews occur close together, when the events being talked about are fresh in memory, and when interviews are not suggestive (La Rooy et al. 2005; La Rooy unpublished data). When repeated interviews are suggestive, misleading information may become incorporated into children’s accounts, thereby decreasing the accuracy of the information obtained (Leichtman & Ceci 1995; Bruck & Ceci 1999).

Somewhat surprisingly, there have been few analogue studies on the effects of repeatedly interviewing children with intellectual disabilities. Henry & Gudjonsson (2003) interviewed children with intellectual disabilities 24 h after watching a classroom presentation and again 2 weeks later. The amount of information that the children freely recalled in the repeated interviews increased without a concomitant increase in errors. Because recall increased (hypermnesia), new correct information must have been reported in the repeated interview. Moreover, children with intellectual disabilities did not appear to
be any more suggestible when responding to yes/no questions than were their age matched typically developing counterparts. The children with intellectual disabilities changed their answers more frequently in the repeated interviews, and in a legal context this is highly problematic.

Although repeated interviewing appears to be a common feature of many child abuse investigations (Ceci & Bruck 1995; Plotnikoff & Woolfson 2001), there is little field research on the dynamics of repeated interviews with children who have intellectual disabilities. In a field study with typical developing children, Hershkowitz et al. (1998) showed that repeated interviewing may improve recall in 4- to 13-year-old children. Specifically, children in that study reported additional new and forensically-relevant information when they were reinterviewed at the crime scene. Hershkowitz et al. (1998) also noted that the children who provided the greatest number of details in the initial interview also provided the greatest number of details when subsequently reinterviewed in context. Thus, the initial interview predicted how many more details were recalled in the repeated interview.

The fact that children with intellectual disabilities may have difficulty describing their experiences does not necessarily mean that they are incompetent informants. In this study, we wanted to find out if repeated interviewing could enhance their opportunities to elicit information. Our prediction was that repeated interviewing could improve their informativeness. First, a quantitative analysis was performed on the quality of the interviewers’ utterances in first and second interviews when asking for forensically-relevant information. The questions were coded as (i) open-ended invitations for the children to report information; (ii) directive requests for information (what, when and where); (iii) summaries of the information provided by the children; (iv) option-posing questions or (v) suggestive interviewer utterances. This allowed examination of how comparable the first and second interviews were in terms of the numbers and type of questions asked. Secondly, the information reported in the later interviews was qualitatively categorized as new information, elaborations on information previously reported, information that was consistent across interviews, and information that directly contradicted previously reported information. Thirdly, we qualitatively examined how information elicited in the first interview using option-posing and suggestive questions was reported in later interviews in response to open questions (invitations and directives).

Method

Sample

We studied 20 different interviews with 19 alleged victims because one woman made allegations about two different suspects. These cases were selected from a larger project involving 69 criminal cases in Sweden. The 19 participants (13 girls and six boys) were drawn from the larger sample solely because these children had all been interviewed more than once. Prosecutors in all the 39 Swedish districts were invited to provide as much information as possible about recent cases in which children who had intellectual disabilities were interviewed about suspected abuse. Because intellectual disabilities are not necessarily recorded in Swedish case files, the resulting data base was influenced by the prosecutors’ and police officers’ memories of whether or not children were disabled and the dataset is therefore selective rather than representative.

Information about the participants’ diagnoses and capacities were not well documented in the records. A previous study showed that this information was seldom obtained formally during investigations and that courts often obtain information of this nature third hand (Cederborg & Lamb 2006); it is therefore, important to emphasize that the current study may actually contain children with a diverse array of disabilities. In Sweden, the accepted term for developmental difficulties is developmental disorder (DD) and as in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM IV, 1994) three different groups are distinguished: mild DD (IQ of 50–55 up to 70), moderate DD (IQ of 35–40 up to 55) and severe DD (IQ below 35–40). From the limited information available, we discerned that 11 of the 19 children were developmentally delayed; eight were assessed with mild DD (M = 13.7 years of age and between 7.1–22 years old when initially interviewed), two with moderate DD (M = 7.4 years of age and between 6.1–8.7 years old when initially interviewed) and one with unspecified degree of DD (16.1 years of age when initially interviewed). Three alleged victims were reported to have Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder/Attention Deficit Disorder (ADHD/ADD) (M = 9.2 years of age and between 6.5 and 12.2 years of age when initially interviewed), four had been diagnosed with DD (three mild and one moderate) combined with Autistic features (M = 14.11 years of age and between 10 and 19.1 when initially interviewed), and one child was described as having Autistic features (age 16.3 when initially interviewed). Overall, their chronological ages were between
4.7 and 18 years (M = 10.3 years) when allegedly abused for the first time and between 5.3 and 21.10 years (M = 16.2 years) when abused for the last time. The delay between the last incident of abuse and the first interview averaged 300 days and varied between 1 day and 5 years. The average delay between the first and later interviews was 51 days. All but one child in the sample had allegedly experienced sexual abuse or both sexual and physical abuse. One had experienced physical abuse. Eight of the alleged perpetrators were immediate family members, two were unfamiliar and 12 were familiar to the children. In two cases, there were two suspects. Because of their developmental delays and because they were exposed to possible abuse for the first time when their chronological ages were under 18 years, they are referred to as children throughout this manuscript.

All case material was given to the first author by the prosecutors and police officers involved in accordance with the provisions of Sweden’s Official Secrets Act. Personal details and references to places that may permit identification were removed to ensure that none of the victims could be recognized, but the omissions do not affect the conclusions reported here. When the study was conducted, Swedish researchers were not required to have their studies reviewed by human subjects’ protection committees, but the present study was reviewed and approved by the employee of Linköping University, Sweden, responsible for monitoring research being conducted by University staff. This official ensured that the study was designed and implemented in accordance with the Helsinki declaration (1975) regarding research on humans.

Procedure

This study included both quantitative and qualitative strategies, with three steps to the analysis. First, the quality of the first and second interviews was assessed. For this analysis, the interviews were transcribed from video recordings and checked to ensure their completeness and accuracy. The Swedish coders reviewed the transcripts and categorized each interviewer utterance asking for forensically-relevant information using the categories developed by Lamb et al. (1996). For the purpose of these ratings, no distinction was made between questions and statements. Interviewer statements made during the portion of the investigative interviews concerned with substantive issues were placed in one of the following categories (Lamb et al. 1996):

1 Invitations. Utterances including questions, statements, or imperatives, prompting free-recall responses from the child. Such utterances do not delimit the child’s focus except in a general way (e.g. ‘Tell me everything that happened’), or use details disclosed by the child as cues (e.g. ‘You mentioned that he touched you. Tell me everything about the touching’).

2 Directive utterances. These refocus the child’s attention on details or aspects of the alleged incident that the child has already mentioned, providing a category for requesting additional information using ‘Wh-’ questions (cued recall).

3 Summary. Accurate summaries by the interviewer of what the child had said earlier, without requests for additional information about the incident. Examples: ‘You said (a summary of what the child had mentioned)’ or ‘I understand that (a summary of what the child had mentioned)’.

4 Option-posing utterances. These focus the child’s attention on details or aspects of the alleged incident that the child has not previously mentioned, asking the child to affirm, negate, or select an investigator-given option using recognition memory processes, but do not imply that a particular response is expected.

5 Suggestive utterances. These are stated in such a way that the interviewer strongly communicates what response is expected (e.g. ‘He forced you to do that, didn’t he?’) or they assume details that have not been revealed by the child (e.g. Child: ‘We laid on the sofa.’ Interviewer: ‘He laid on you or you laid on him?’)

Facilitative utterances related to non-suggestive encouragement to continue with an ongoing response and request for clarifications about what the child mentioned were few and not accounted for in the analysis.

All 40 transcripts were coded by first author. Twenty per cent of the transcripts were randomly selected and independently coded by a second researcher. Inter-rater reliability was 95%. Disagreements between coders were resolved through discussion.

Secondly, to assess the value of the repeated interviews, substantive information reported in the repeated interview was tabulated in relation to what was elicited in the first interview. No distinction was made between central and peripheral forensic-relevant information. The information coded pertained to the alleged sexual/physical incidents, including statements referring to recollection of the alleged events at a specific time, specific locations and generic statements referring generally to something that happened during the incident. Thus information might involve identification of the suspect, location and time of incident, state of the victim or suspect during the abuse, abusive actions, information about the main characters, state of the victim or suspect...
prior to the abuse, and the victim’s emotions and thoughts. The following categories were used:

1. Elaborated event details added to information previously mentioned in the first interview.
2. Completely new event details were not previously mentioned in the first interview.
3. Repeated information was provided in the first interview and repeated in the later interview.
4. Contradicted information provided in later interviews contradicted details provided in the first interview.

The main coder analysed all the interviews and the second coder examined 20% of them. Inter-rater reliability was 95%. Differences were resolved through discussion.

Thirdly, we wanted to find out how the information elicited using possibly contaminating questions in the initial interview was later reported (second interview) in response to open-ended questions. We thus categorized all the substantial event information elicited using option-posing and suggestive questions in the first interview that the children were asked about using invitations and directive questions in the later interview. The children’s responses in the first interview were coded using the following categories:

1. Child agrees to the option proposed or detail suggested by the investigator.
2. Child disagrees with the option proposed or detail suggested by the investigator.
3. No answer to the question as well as responses such as ‘don’t know’ and ‘don’t remember’.
4. Child selects an investigator-given option when asked to affirm, negate or select one.
5. Child agrees and develops an option when asked to affirm, negate or select an investigator-given option.
6. Child disagrees and proposes an alternative option when asked to affirm, negate or select an investigator-given option.
7. Child proposes an option not mentioned by the interviewer without agreeing or disagreeing when asked to affirm, negate or select an investigator-given option.

The related event information provided in the second interviews in response to invitations and directive questions was coded using the following categories:

1. Elaborated event details added to information previously mentioned in the first interview.
2. Completely new event details i.e., those not previously mentioned in the first interview.
3. Repeated information
4. Contradicted information

All the information was independently coded by two coders and inter-rater reliability was 95%. Differences were solved through discussion.

Results

Quantitative analysis of interviewer utterances

The first objective was to compare the interviewers’ behaviour with respect to the number of eliciting utterances of each type in the initial and second interviews (see Table 1).

A two-way ANOVA performed with interview (initial interview versus repeated interview) and the eliciting interviewer utterance (invitation, directive, summary, option-posing and suggestive) as factors showed that more questions were asked in the initial interview (M = 138.85, SD = 59.20) than in the second interview (M = 94.75, SD = 74.30), F(1,76) = 10.42, P < 0.01. The eliciting interviewer utterances also varied, F(4,76) = 37.40, P < 0.01. Because the interviewers were not trained in the use of interview protocols based on current best-practice guidelines (Cederborg, Orbach, Sternberg & Lamb, 2000; Cederborg & Lamb, 2007b) it is not surprising that very few invitations were asked. Instead, interviewers elicited information using option-posing and directive questions. Interestingly, however, these interviewers asked relatively few suggestive questions. Therefore, although the numbers of potentially rich and extended responses were limited by the excessive reliance on option-posing and directive questions,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Invitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial interview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second interview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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the interviews were nonetheless not 'highly' suggestive. There was also a significant interaction between type of eliciting utterance and interview status, \( F(4,76) = 3.38, P < 0.05 \). Further post hoc tests showed that the number of invitations and option-posing utterances did not differ between the initial and second interviews \( t(20) = 1.93 \) and \( t(20) = 1.23 \), respectively, but that more directive, summary, and suggestive utterances were used by the interviewers in the initial interviews, \( t(20) = 3.01, P < 0.01, t(20) = 3.83, P < 0.01 \) and \( t(20) = 2.12, P < 0.05 \), respectively, than in the repeated interviews.

### Quantitative analysis of information reported in the repeated interview

The second objective was to examine the relative proportions of information elicited in the second interviews (see Table 2).

The analyses revealed that most of the information either elaborated on earlier responses (42%: range 38–50%) or was completely new information (39%: range 22–47%). A far smaller amount of the information reported in the second interviews was repeated from earlier interviews (17%: range 12–28%). Little of the information provided in the second interview contradicted information originally reported in the initial interview (2%: range 0–3%).

### Analysis of suggestive information in the repeated interview

The third objective was to examine whether information elicited using option-posing and suggestive questions in the first interviews became incorporated into the children’s responses to invitations and directives in the second interview (see Table 3).

Examination of the children’s responses in the first interview showed that more than half of the time (disagree, 18%; disagree + child-proposed option, 11%; child-proposed option, 26%) the children disagreed and proposed their own options when interviewers asked possible contaminating questions in the first interview. By contrast, the children agreed to the proposed options and developed the information proposed by the interviewer 40% of the time (agree, 22%; agree + child-proposed option, 6%; interviewer-proposed option, 12%). Only rarely did the children provide no information at all (5%).

Inspection of Table 4 shows that, when interviewers used open questions (invitations and directives) in the repeated interviews to ask about information elicited using either option-posing or suggestive prompts in the first interview, the children seldom contradicted (3%) or...

### Table 2  The percentage of each type of information elicited in the repeated interview as a function of eliciting utterance type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of information</th>
<th>Elaborating a previous response (%)</th>
<th>New (%)</th>
<th>Repeated (%)</th>
<th>Contradiction (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Invitations</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directives</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option-posing</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggestive</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3  Percentages of children’s responses to option-posing and suggestive questions in the first interview; responses category (n = 105)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response Category</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No response</td>
<td>5 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don’t know/remember</td>
<td>5 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree</td>
<td>19 (18%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child disagree</td>
<td>12 (11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagree + child proposes an option</td>
<td>27 (26%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child proposes an option</td>
<td>13 (12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree</td>
<td>23 (22%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child agree</td>
<td>6 (6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree + child proposes an option</td>
<td>13 (12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewer proposed option</td>
<td>13 (12%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are given as n (%).

### Table 4  Children’s information in the second interview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Directive/invitations</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child’s response</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contradiction</td>
<td>3 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repeated</td>
<td>7 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No answer (don’t know/remember)</td>
<td>6 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaborated details</td>
<td>71 (81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New event details</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The questions (5) and responses (5) where the children requested clarifications are not included. Values are given as n (%).
repeated (8%) the information they had given previously; neither did they report much completely new information (1%) or report no details at all (7%).

Instead, as much as 81% of the information involved elaboration, suggesting that directive questions and invitations can be used to encourage witnesses who have intellectual disabilities to provide more elaborated information.

As previously mentioned, the children did not report as much contradictory information as expected. When contradictions did occur, however, they appeared to reflect inadequate opportunities to provide accurate information. An example of contradiction is evident in the following example (No 1) involving a girl with ADD who was believed to have been abused physically. She was 6.5 years old when first interviewed and there was a delay of 7 days between the first and second interviews.

First interview. Suggestive question with whose premise the child disagrees: Interviewer: You’re pointing to the back of your bottom? Child: No, not like that. No he hit me on my hands.

In the second interview, however, the girl points at her bottom when she is encouraged to describe by herself where she was hit, thereby contradicting the information she provided earlier: Interviewer: Can you turn around and show me again and point? Child: I don’t know. It is gone. Interviewer: It is already gone. But please point where it was. Child: There. Interviewer: No. Do you think you can stand up and turn around so I can see? Can you point? Child: Here, there or there.

The child was thus able to elaborate on the information in the second interview but because the question asked in the first interview was so poor, it is difficult to determine where she actually was hit; because of the suggestive initial prompt, we cannot rely on the child’s answer to an open question about the same event in the later interview either. An answer contradicting a previous response is ambiguous because either the child’s credibility or poor questioning may be at issue, distorting the child’s memory. Unwittingly, the interviewer may have contributed to perceptions that the child was not credible.

When asked open questions in the repeated interview the children did not produce much new event information about events previously mentioned in response to contaminating questions in the first interview (Table 4). However, one alleged victim of sexual abuse with ADHD/ADD who was interviewed for the first time when she was 8 years and 9 months old and then again 300 days later indeed provided more information:

Example 2.

First interview. Option-posing question to which the child responds with new information. Interviewer: Has Sam done something other than touching your bottom? Child: What more has he done? He has threatened me, he said don’t tell anyone because if you do, something you do not know anything about will happen. And then I had to say OK.

This girl did not just respond with a yes or no answer to the option-posing question in the first interview, but instead added information about what may have happened.

Second interview. Directive question and completely new details not mentioned in the first interview. Interviewer: And what did he do then? Child: Touched my bottom. I actually had one more thing to tell you that I did not tell you the last time because I was afraid--------

The open question asked in the second interview encouraged her to report completely new event details. In addition, of course, she was also almost 1 year older when interviewed the second time and so may have been more verbally proficient.

Elaborated details were the most common responses when children were asked open questions about events previously mentioned in response to focused questions. For example, an alleged victim of sexual abuse who had moderate DD and autistic features was interviewed for the first time when she was 18.4 years old. The delay between the first and second interviews was 6 days.

Example 3.


This girl has an intellectual disability that may have restricted her ability to express herself clearly and provide a coherent report.

In the second interview, however, she was able to elaborate on the narrow response to the earlier focused questions and was able to explain more explicitly what she meant by being touched.

Second interview. Directive question in response to which child elaborates on information provided in the first interview. Interviewer: When you now say ‘touched’ what do you mean by that? Child: Then he touched me under my pants and under, he went in between my pants.

Clearly, even children with severe disabilities may be able to provide distinct details about abuse experiences although they may be unable to provide lengthy narrative accounts.
Discussion

The limitations of this study were that we could not control for diagnosis, assess the accuracy of reported information, or determine how the questions were asked. In addition, the data were selective rather than representative. On the other hand, few studies have investigated how children with intellectual disabilities are repeatedly interviewed in real investigations. The findings from this study can perhaps prompt further laboratory studies in which the necessary controls can be implemented.

In this study, we predicted that repeated interviews may serve as a means of improving the informativeness of children with intellectual disabilities. This hypothesis was supported; over 80% of the information reported in the repeated interviews was about completely new topics or involved elaborations of previously discussed information. However, because the interviewing style in both the first and second interview was so poor, information provided in the repeated interviews may have been contaminated irrespective of the children’s capacities.

The same techniques recommended for use when interviewing typically developing children are also appropriate for children and adults with intellectual disabilities (see, e.g. Bull & Cullen 1992; Clare & Gudjonsson 1993; Henry & Gudjonsson 1999; Milne & Bull 1998). Compared with information elicted using open questions, less accurate reports are obtained from witnesses with intellectual disability when focused and closed questions are used (Perlman et al. 1994). It is thus a matter of concern that focused questions predominated in this study. Such question types may have influenced the value of the information elicted and prevented witnesses from developing their answers, thereby limiting both the children’s opportunities to fully report their experiences and more likely, their accuracy. This is troublesome because witnesses with limited memory capacities and limited abilities to cope with uncertainty or understand the purposes of the interview may still be able to give new information about their experiences if appropriately questioned using open prompts (Cederborg & Lamb 2007a).

Concerns about the information provided, largely in response to option-posing questions, should be tempered by the fact that the children with intellectual disabilities often disagreed with the interviewers’ suggested options, substituting their own accounts of what happened. This contrasts with the findings of a recent study showing that typically developing children often do not correct the misinformation contained in misleading questions – even when they detect discrepancies between the misinformation and their own memories (Peterson et al. 2004). Although we did not control for how carelessly or carefully the option-posing questions were framed and we cannot say that the children always resisted misinformation in the present study, it was encouraging to see them correcting the interviewers.

A concern with repeated interviews is that they may encourage witnesses to develop information previously elicited using option-posing and suggestive questions. Although, it would be easy to judge the information as less reliable in the first interview, it may appear to be credible in the second interview, because it is reported in response to open prompts. The data in this study show that, when children were given the opportunity to provide more information in response to open prompts in the second interview about topics they had previously mentioned in response to option-posing and suggestive questions in the initial interview, they typically elaborated upon the information. Bruck et al. (1995) earlier found that the repetition of misinformation in repeated interviews with typically developing children led to the incorporation of such details into memory. We do not know if this is true for children with intellectual disabilities as well, but if repeated interviews are used to enhance children’s recall, it is important to ascertain whether this information was discussed in earlier interviews, and if so what type of question(s) elicited the information initially.

The quality of the information given in the repeated interviews may also be dependent on the witnesses’ diagnoses and capacities to report information about their experiences. Unfortunately, such information was sparsely documented in the investigative files used in the current investigation. Even witnesses with the same diagnosis can differ widely with respect to their psychological vulnerabilities and suggestibility (Kebbell & Hatton 1999; Ceci et al. 2000; Gudjonsson & Henry 2003). This means that children participating in the current study who had the same diagnosis may still have specific limitations that could have reduced their ability to describe their experiences effectively. We know from research, however, that witnesses with mild intellectual disabilities may be better able to provide accurate information than those with moderate intellectual disabilities (Henry & Gudjonsson 2003) even if both children and adults with intellectual disabilities have more limited memory capacities than their normally developing peers (Gudjonsson & Henry 2003). Those witnesses with autistic features may have had limited abilities to
develop their answers, and understand the interviewers’ perspectives, or the reasons why some questions were asked (Gillberg 1995) and they may have difficulty answering open questions without cues to help them remember past activities (Boucher & Lewis 1989). Even though we were largely uninformed about the participants’ capacities, it is notable that they were able to provide forensically relevant information in the repeated interviews. The results underscore the importance of identifying the unique characteristics, competencies and limitations of handicapped children before interviewing them (Jones 2003). Such knowledge may help forensic interviewers to adapt their interview techniques to the children’s needs to facilitate accurate and informative responses and better understand those responses.

In light of a previous analogue study showing that children with both mild and moderate intellectual disabilities changed their answers in repeated interviews more often than their mental age matched peers did (Henry & Gudjonsson 2003), it is interesting that the new and elaborated information provided in this study did not contradict previous statements. In fact, the overall number of between-interview contradictions was surprisingly low. However, because poor interviewing techniques predominated in the interviews, we did not distinguish the quality of each question type, and little was known about the participants’ capacities, we cannot assume that the information provided in the repeated interviews was any more accurate than information provided in the first interview.

Vulnerable witnesses pose unique challenges to the legal system (Bottoms & Goodmans 1996; Ellison 2001). The present study showed that repeated interviews were valuable when children had intellectual disabilities because they elicited completely new information as well as information that elaborated on the previous reports. Because the information reported in the repeated interview was not contradictory we have no reason to suspect that being reinterviewed made the children feel pressured to change their answers. The problems observed in the interviews were largely confined to interviewer behaviour. The findings indicate that when children with intellectual disabilities are given a second chance to report about their abuse, they may be able to develop their answers and even provide new information about their experiences.

There are issues to be controlled, however. More research about repeated interviewing as a means to increase the informativeness of children with intellectual disabilities is needed. Researchers need to find out whether carefully worded non-leading questions in the repeated interview may facilitate responses when open questions in the first interview have failed to elicit information. We also need to know how eye-witnesses react when the wording and format of the repeated question vary. Moreover, although the repeated interviews elicited additional forensically relevant information, we still need to understand whether interviewers who were trained to use open questions would elicit as much or more additional information in the repeated interviews as those in the present study. We also need to determine whether cued invitations both in the first and second interview may help keep respondents focused on the topic and thus more responsive.
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